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BACKGROUND
1.0
Caspan Corporation was awarded a contract to convert pertinent information
contained in LACIE reference documents into computer load sheets for key-
punch. NASA was to assume responsibility for training Caspan personnel
to perform the task.
The statement of work also called for Caspan to index imagery selected from
Earth Resources Survey Program sources. The remote sensor imagery data
provided by NASA was to be screened, indexed and evaluated to determine
specific area coverage. All coverage plots were prepared and submitted
in final draft form for approval by the JSC Technical Monitor, who utilize
the JSC reproduction facilities to accomplish the final printing report.
Caspan continued the task of preparing LACIE documents for Data Base Entry
with the awarding of NASA NAS 9-14702. Altogether six different
tasks were assigned by NASA throughout the duration of the contract.
They were the preparation of:
1. LACIE documents for Data Base Entry.
2. Earth Observations Aircraft Flight Summary Reports for publication.
3. Updating the Index Coverage Map of Ames Aircraft Flights and the Aircraft
Mission Coverage Map.
4. Earth Observations Helicopter Flight Reports for publication.
5. Flight Summary Reports for Apollo 9 High Altitude Underflights for
publication.
6. Indexing of LANDSAT Imagery.
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The primary task was preparation of LACIE documents for Data Base Entry.
The task was to continue until the back lodge of documents were completed.
The prepared documents and key-punch transmittal sheets were to be delivered
on a weekly bases. Specific procedures set by NASA during the contract
were to be used in the continued preparation of the LACIE documents.
The second task assigned was the preparation of Earth Observations Aircraft
Flight Summary Reports for publication. The reports were to be prepared
as the data was released by NASA. The procedures for preparing these
reports was initiated by Caspan utilizing basic methods used in Cataloging
and Indexing of previous Earth Observation Aircraft Missions. The major
change was the use of computer printouts to plot the areas flown
rather than the actual film.
Tne third task was the Updating the Index Coverage Map of Ames Aircraft
Flights and the Aircraft Mission Coverage Map. The updating was to be
done as the Flight Summary Reports were completed and as the Ames data
was supplied. The existing procedures were to be used in the updating
with little or no variation.
The fourth task assigned to Caspan was to prepare twenty Earth Observations
Helicopter Flight Reports for publications. The data necessary for the
publication of the reports was to be furnished by NASA and delivered to
Caspan as soon as it was available. Upon delivery of the data the reports
were to be prepared and returned to NASA. The format and procedures were
originated by Caspan using the data made available by NASA.
The fifth task assigned was the preparation of seven Flight Summary Reports
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for Apollo 9 High Altitude Underflights for publication. The data and
film was to be furnished by NASA and was to be completed within one month.
The procedures used were simuliar to the ones used in preparing preceding
flight summaries. The only variation was the use of film for the plotting
of the areas flown.
The sixth and last task assigned was the Indexing of LANDSAT Imagery. The
images and necessary materials were to be furnished by NASA. Caspan
was to prepare and deliver the images and index cards to NASA weekly.
The existing NASA procedures were to be used with minor variations.
The major change from previous procedures was to be the modification of
the Ground Track Number System. This modification was to come at a
future date. In connection with the same task a listing of segment
numbers of the U.S. with their corresponding ground track numbers was to
be prepared.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
2.0
Caspan prepared a total of one thousand five hundred and twenty-
. v
six LACIE documents for Data Base Entry between July 1, 1975 and
March 2, 1976. Each document required an average of 1.3 manhours
averaging an output of 169 documents per month. This activity con-
sisted of deriving key word from the abstracts and inputting the
author, co-author, title, contract number and subject.
Caspan prepared for publication thirty Earth Observations Aircraft
Flight Summary Reports between October 29, 1975 and February 18, 1976.
These thirty missions averaged 70.16 manhours per report. The
smallest being mission 294 with 14 manhours. All manhours are reflected
in Figure 2.1. The Flight Summary Report consists of 5 sections:
(1) General Statement, (2) Index Map, (3) Sensor Data Listing, (4)
Flight Line Maps, and (5) a listing of Rolls not Catalogued and
Indexed.
Preparation of the Status of Cataloging and Indexing of Ames Aircraft
Flight was continued through out the contract. A total of 730.3
manhours were spent in preparation of these maps. Prepared were maps
covering flights 72-123 through 75-201. These flights were placed
on three maps due to the numerous amount of flights that were to
be represented. The placement and manhours of the flights are indicated
on figure 2.2. An example is shown in figure 2.3.
Prepared in a similiar fashion to the previous Index Map was the
Status of Cataloging and Indexing of Aircraft Mission Maps. A total
550.9 manhours were spent in preparation of these maps. The maps
22	
covered missions 276 through 330. Manhour breakout per index is shown
in figure 2.2. An example is shown in figure 2.4.
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Caspan prepared for publication eleven Earth Observation Helicopter
Flight Reports between September 26, 1975 and June 30, 1976. A total
of 839 manhours were spent in preparation of these flights. The
task had originally called for preparation of twenty flight reports,
but due to the delay in receiv ing the data from NASA, insufficient
time was allow for preparation of all flights before the end of the
contract. The status of each report up to the ending date of the
contract are listed in figure 2.5. The Flight Reports consisted of
(1) Project description, (2) General Statement, (3) Instrument Logs,
(4) Flight Maps, (5) Process data, (6) Sight Location Map, (7) Flight
Line Map and (8) Map Legend.
Seven Apollo 9 High Altitude Flight Summary Underflight Reports were
prepared between March 3, 1976 and March 25, 1976. A total of 693
manhours were spent in preparation of the reports. Vinten film was
used to plot the areas flown. A listing of the reports prepared is
shown on figure 2.6. They consist of: (1) General Statement, (2)
Index Coverage Map, (3) Mission Sensor Data and (4) Flight Line
Map Site.
Eight thousand and eighty-six LANDSAT images were indexed between
March 15, 1976.and June 30, 1976 by Caspan, a total of 839.9 manhours
weru spent in preparation of these images. This activity consisted
of preparing an index card for each image to be indexed, a master
index card for each ground track number, placing a lable in the upper
left hand conner of each image containing the pertinent information
from the index card and cutting the LANDSAT images to size. Approxi-
mately three weeks after the begining of the task, a new Ground
Track Number System was put into use. One thousand three hundred
and twenty-one of the previously prepared cards were covered to the
new System.	 2-9
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PROBLMIS
3.0
Problms that arose during the performance of the tasks were of a
delaying nature. Delays in receiving data during most tasks from
NASA did not allow for a smooth work flow.
The delays in preparing the Flight Summary Report were caused by
problems in locating and obtaining complete Flight Parameter Logs,
Photographic Logs and computer print out sheets. This added several
days of production time, to the Earth Observations Aircraft Flight
Summary Reports.
The delay in the processing of Helicopter flight data for the Earth
Observations Helicopter Flight Reports by NASA caused a completed
stop in production from October 24, 1976 to June 22, 1976. As a
result only eleven of the assigned twenty were completed before the
end of contract.
The delays in preparation of Apollo 9 High Altitude Underflight
Flight Summary Reports were caused by having Caspan pull all Apollo
9 High Altitude Underflight film, the unavilability of film, and
the absence of labels on cans of film this caused several days of
additional research and delay in production of the flight summary
reports.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.0
Methods and procedures used on all six assigned tasks were satis-
factory and continued use of these methods is recommended for fu-
ture preparation of these types of tasks.
We do recommend that in order to maintain a smooth flow of work
that all data and material necessary for the preparation of a
task be assembled and be readily available at the beginning of a
task.
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Addendum
to
Final Report
NAS 9-19702
CASPAN CORPORATION
Engineers. and Constructors
Houston, Texas
{I
BACKGROUND
A 1.0
This addendum covers extension of NAS 9-14702 during the period of July
1, 1976 thru August 31, 1976.
i
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A 2.0
Eight hundred and eighty four LANDSAT images we're indexed between July, 7 1976
and August 31, 1976 by Caspan, a total of 227.4 manhours were spent in prep-
w
aration of these images.
	
This activity consisted of preparing an index card
for each image to be indexed, a master index card for each ground track
number, placing a lable in the upper left hand corner of each image containing
U- the pertinent information from the index card and cutting the LANDSAT images -
to size.	 In connection with this task a cross indexing list of segment
numbers versus the corresponding foot print numbers and a listing of foot print
v numbers versus the corresponding segment numbers of Canada was prepared.
Caspan prepared for publication six Earth observation Helicopter Flight
Reports between July 7, 1976 and July 22, 1976.	 This completed Mission
294 (flights 1 thru 20).
	
The status of each report is listed in figure
A 2-1.	 The Flight Reports consisted of (1) Project description; (2) General
Statement,	 (3) Instrument .Logs,
	
(4) Flight Maps,
	
(5) Process Data, 	 (6)
•„ Sight Location Map, (7) Flight Line Map and (8) Map Legend
Caspan prepared for publication two Earth Observations Aircraft Flight
Summary Reports (MX 334 and 338). Mission 334 was begun on July 27, 1976
and was completed and forwarded to NASA on July 31, 1976. This mission totaled
96 manhours. Mission 338 was begun on August 18, 1976 and was completed
i
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iand forwarded to NASA on August 24, 1976.	 The mission totaled 90 manhours.
The two missions averaged 93 manhours per report. 	 The Flight Summary Report
5consists of sections;	 (1) General Statement,	 (2) Index Map,	 (3) Sensor
Data Listing, (4) Flight Line Maps, and (5) a listing of Rolls not Catalogued
and Indexed.
Preparation of the Status of Cataloging and Indexing of Ames Aircraft Flight
Map covering (flights 75-202 thru current) and the Earth Resources Map (MX
331 thru current) were begun on August 11, 1976 and continued through August
31, 1976. Twenty-one manhours were spent in preparation of the Ames Index
Map and 10 manhours on the Earth Resources Map during this time.
The preparation for key punch transmittal sheets for Plotting and Indexing
of Computer Tape Data for Full Frame Imagery began on August 5, 1976. The
key puncy transmittal sheets format consited of: '(1) Scene identification, (2)
Foot Print, (3) Coordinates, (4) Accession Date, (5) Tape, (6) Data Received,
(7) GSFC Number, and (8) Project. The format was conceived by Caspan using
data provided by NASA.
PROBLEMS
A 3.0
No major problems occurred during this period.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATION
A 4.0
Conclusions and Recomendations stated on page 4-1 of the Final Report to
Johnson Spacecraft Center apply to this addendum.
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